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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
REC-P500 ROBO* PUMPTM
Battery Powered Light Duty Pump

10,000 PSI
No external power source to hook up
so the operator can get right to work.
The push button remote control has a
10 ft. cord and operates the advance,
hold, and retract modes.
The REC-P500 has a rapid advance
two-stage pump system and an
audible/visual bypass when 10,000 psi
is reached. This is a must for linemen
to determine if the proper tool tonnage
has been applied to the connector.
A patented drop-out bypass cartridge
allows external pressure adjustment
from 4,000 to 10,000 psi and complete
replacement in minutes.
For your convenience, most existing
cutting or compression heads can
be attached to the 3/8" female coupler
on the pump.
We recommend the pump be used on
tools up to 15 tons. Larger tools up to
30 cu/in. can be used, but will have
longer advance and retract times.
Hose can also be added between
the pump and head for extra length.
For best results we recommend our
6' non-conductive hose. Longer hoses
can be used, but the crimping time
will increase proportionally.

Kit Includes:
1 Battery Powered Tool
1 Carrying Strap
1 Carrying Case
2 BP-70R Batteries
1 CH-3TR 15 Min. AC Charger

Specifications:
Weight:
17.5 lbs. w/ Battery
Size:
16" x 10" x 6.5"
Flow:
30 cu/in at 300 psi
9 cu/in at 10,000 psi
Fluid
Reservoir
Capacity: 30 cu/in

MODEL BPS
Replaceable Bypass Cartridge
Huskie hydraulic compression tools feature
an exclusive bypass system that no other
manufacturer can offer. The patented BPS
replaceable bypass cartridge allows the
operator to externally calibrate the tool
output tonnage.
We recommend the use of our PG-series
pressure gauges when testing output
tonnage, using only a hex wrench to
adjust optimal pressure.
Designed to save money and downtime on field repairs, the BPS cartridge
is good for 10-12,000 cycles before
replacement. It is easily replaced in a

few minutes without dismantling the tool.
The user can determine and adjust
tonnage or replace the factor y preset
cartridge without having to send the tool
back to the manufacturer, or Huskie
will recalibrate/test your car tridge at
no charge.
Note: Please consult Reliable for the specific
bypass cartridge for your tool.

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

